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visiting mcllroy professor silas munro inspires new futures for more inclusive design conversations
Taiwan Design Research Institute (TDRI) cooperates with New Taipei City Department of Health for the "Public Health Center Re-Designed" project, hoping to make
use of design to turn the image and

teaching graphic design course offerings
MasterClass, the streaming platform where anyone can learn from the world’s best across a huge range of subjects. carson, one of the most innovative and pioneering
graphic designers in the world, came

no more lining up for flu shots, experience innovative service flow design at xizhi district pubic health center
Evelyne asks two Illinois Art + Design BFA candidates about the messages and media behind the work they've selected for the student exhibition at Krannert Art

self-taught, resolutely grid-free graphic design legend david carson discusses his masterclass
No matter if you work in marketing, editorial, own your own business, or specialize in design, chances are, you've encountered Adobe Creative Cloud. The incredible
platform is much beloved by many for

meet two of the illinois art + design bfa seniors exhibiting their work at krannert art museum
Thinkific Labs Inc. ("Thinkific" or the "Company") (TSX: THNC) , a leading platform for creating, marketing, and selling online courses,

skip graphic design school, and pay what you want for this adobe cc training instead
With the growing number of students graduating each year, the need to have a competitive edge has become paramount for graduates, especially in securing the job
they are aiming for.

thinkific launches the thinkific app store for online course creators
By Myla Somers As the stone stairs narrowed and the air freshened, I became more in awe of the scenery surrounding me. On the mountaintop, I stood speechless,
awestruck by the picturesque view that

innovative courses to give graduates the edge
Wenzhou-Kean University (WKU), located in Wenzhou, China, one of three Sino-American universities along with NYU Shanghai

significance of a second chance: vox atl teen looks at need for improved prison education
From 'mini' desktops, to slimline all-in-one systems, to bulky tower systems, there's plenty of choice for creative users when it comes to desktop computers.

assistant professor/lecturer in industrial/product design
Getting a solid grip on how 'design' works is now a crucial job skill. Design thinking courses are on the rise! Here are a few of the best picks.

best desktop for graphic design in 2021: top expert picks
Our new futuristic campus adds to student life by inspiring entrepreneurship, creativity, and innovation, as well as hosting state-of-the-art amenities tailored to a new
advanced teaching model. Its

a quick guide to pick from the best design thinking courses online
In addition to its current 18 undergraduate programs, WKU has been approved by the Ministry of Education for offering 8 Master’s and 3 doctorate (B.S.); Economics
(B.S.); Graphic Design (B.F.A.);

benchmarks in leadership: bringing future-focused learning and teaching into classrooms
When faculty in Thomas University’s Division of Humanities began looking at offering an undergraduate literature degree, they set out to create a different kind of
degree program.

assistant professor/lecturer in interior design
Some students and faculty are finding that low enrollment and faculty and program cuts have affected course registration for Fall 2021.
low enrollment results in reduced course offerings
Design U. is debuting as a two-hour-long series of virtual master classes that will be live streamed, and consists of five editor-led panels.

tu to begin offering literature and media degree
Courses are also available at our International Faculty, City College in Thessaloniki, Greece. Our BA provides you with a broad understanding of economics, and
exposes you to a wide range of

hearst is packaging its design titles together for a new educational franchise
Reaction from universities and the Design Council condemns the proposals as “short-sighted” and uninformed by real statistics.

undergraduate courses search
For the latest in our series of country guides, we turn to Australia where complex climate and social issues are influencing a new generation of designers.

plans for 50% funding cuts to arts subjects branded “destructive” by design leaders
After switching to a completely online-based curriculum, most institutes are struggling to provide a quality education through online portals. An online transformation
is a significant change for many

“there’s a massive potential for design”: an australian design guide
Gavin Williamson addresses the Confederation of School Trusts (CST) Annual Conference on his renewed vision for all schools to be part of a multi-academy trust
education secretary speech to the confederation of school trusts
CRO:NYX Digital SEZC announced that it has been named a winner in the Website Design category in HubSpot's Q1 2021 Impact Awards for the new Cayman
Enterprise City (CEC) website. "Cayman Enterprise

inifd kothrud copes up with digitization, making learning easier for fashion and interior design students
A partnership formed this week between the Newark Public Schools District and The New School’s Parsons School of Design will establish a curriculum guided by
sustainability,

cro:nyx digital awarded hubspot impact award for best website design in latin america
Professor R. Andrew Hurley provides a five-step process that combines physical and digital design technologies to create packaging prototypes.

newark’s new fashion and design school partners with leading arts institution to establish curriculum
Up to 1,500 faculty members at HBCUs and PBIs eligible to receive professional development for online learningWASHINGTON, DC, April 28, 2021 (GLOBE
NEWSWIRE) -- UNCF (United Negro College Fund), has

old-school prototyping speeds modern packaging design workflow
First Call For Help, 607 E. 13th, has put out a “call for help” to artists, graphic designers, and any others with ideas on what the ministry’s new logo for its First Step
Housing Project should look

uncf to provide hbcu faculty with free training in effective online teaching and course design
The Central Texas College Continuing Education department is offering scholarships for a new robotics and coding camp in the College for Kids program this summer.
CTC was one of 10

first call seeking design ideas for new housing logo
Covid restrictions made 2020 a tough year for drama training, but being forced online has opened up learning to a wider audience. Samantha Marsden looks at some of
the courses available this year and

ctc offering scholarships for new college for kids robotics camp
Leading Through Uncertainty. If there is a single shared experience from the past 18 months, it has been the feeling of abrupt and disruptive change in our lives. As
industry lead

how will drama schools operate summer courses in 2021?
With some few more days to the grand opening of the digital design and creative coding hub in Accra, IIPGH together with its partners, Code it and Tinker Toys from
Leipzig, Germany is pleased to

design insights: leading through uncertainty; leadership in a millennial age
The Supply Chain Challenge. As Machine Design reported this week, the Institute for Supply Management’s monthly PMI Index fell 4 percentage points in April to
60.7%. On the surf

digital design and creative coding hub in ghana – 3
This year’s UNICON Executive Education Directors’ conference arrived at a fascinating nexus point for the industry. While the world remains in the midst of a
terrible—and in some parts of the world

design insights: the supply chain challenge; shake hands with your cobot; stle meeting goes virtual
Keen to take part in a practical TEFL Course? Well now you can! Find out everything you need to know about i-to-i's Practical TEFL Course!

the supply side: new models in executive education
NewswireToday - /newswire/ - Cincinnati, OH, United States, 2021/04/30 - Flexible packaging leader ProAmpac joined with SquarePet and REDKEN, a brand of L’Oréal,
to celebrate the acceptance of two

live webinar: practical tefl course
Boris Johnson is on a collision course with creatives over his government’s plan to halve higher education grants for arts courses. The Office for Students has proposed
slashing funding for what it

two proampac flexible packages recognized with package design award wins
Boon Edam Inc., a front-runner in security entrances and architectural revolving doors, announced that the Arta’a Arts Centre in Aalter, Belgium has installed a Crystal
TQ revolving

boris johnson plans 'catastrophic' 50% cut to music and arts education grant
Whether you just want to hit a quick nine or spend all day on the green, here are the best golf courses in Boston to practice your swing. 1. William J. Devine Golf Course
at Franklin Park Tee it up at

belgium’s arta’a arts centre installs boon edam all-glass revolving door to achieve safety with high design
Nuvve Holding Corp. ("Nuvve") , a global technology leader accelerating the electrification of transportation through its proprietary vehicle-to-grid (V2G) platform,
announced today that it has

nine of the best golf courses you need to try near boston
Munro shared his research and expertise with the School of Art through a spring design course and delivered a school-wide lecture,
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life. Some of the oldest higher
nuvve announces v2g electric vehicle charging hubs and transportation as a service offering
ScienceMedia Inc., a leader in developing science and medical education content, and Area9 Lyceum, a leader in adaptive learning and

top universities for international students in edinburgh, scotland
INVNT, The global live brand storytelling agency™ today announces the launch of a higher education division dedicated to providing universities and colleges with
strategically and

sciencemedia and area9 lyceum partner to deliver clinical education for life sciences on area9 rhapsode™ adaptive learning platform
The South Asia Scholarship is being offered to Indian students to study a full time postgraduate and under graduate programme at the University of Dundee, starting in
September 2021.University of

invnt launches higher education division
Strategic Education, Inc. (Strategic Education) (NASDAQ: STRA) today announced financial results for the period ended March 31, 2021.

uk-based university of dundee is offering scholarship worth 5000 gbp/year to students from south asia to study undergraduate and postgraduate
courses
Another reason students flock to this popular study destination is because it’s home to many world-class unis, vibrant student communities and a pretty great quality of
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